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I. Executive Summary

TNT Greece is part of an global network of one of the leading express delivery 

companies, TNT International Express. The financial performance of TNT in Greece has 

not been convincing, especially for the period after 1999 since it’s acquisition of a local 

courier company in order to penetrate the Greek domestic market. The company had lost 

focus from it’s core international business and began competing in a market where there 

were another 250 other companies involved.

To change staff behavior takes much more than a set of rules and regulations to be 

announced. In order to deal with the external forces, (competing firms, market conditions, 

economic volatility), the company must seek a specific strategy in which it can strive for 

success. It is recommended in this paper that TNT seeks a strategy of differentiation from 

the other major competitors in the marketplace through the extensive international product 

services that the company offers. Excellence in customer retention through informed and 

trained personnel is recommended. TNT’s products are unique and development of these 

products is recommended in new vertical markets and in existing markets through an 

organic growth strategy.

The recommended changes involve a change of management in order to form a team that 

will further promote teamwork throughout all of the departments and functions involved. 

This change should also invoke an emphasis on training personnel (through a company

wide program called Investors in People) so that actions will follow the objectives set. 

Management by objectives should be introduced to senior managers and therefore passed 

to supervisor levels as well. Once the company gains focus and teamwork, it can 

overcome any issues and challenges .
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II. TNT Express Background

TNT is a global provider of mail, express and logistics services. The TNT Express 

division provides on-demand, time-definite and day-certain delivery services for 

documents parcels and freight.

The most important elements of the TNT Express strategy are:

Maintain outstanding levels of customer satisfaction. Equip employees to satisfy customer 

needs fully, and seek recognition everywhere as an Investor in People organization (a 

program to enhance employee motivation and training). Expand the company-owned 

network of offices to offer later collection of parcels from customers and earlier delivery 

times. Increase the number of linehaul connections between destinations to achieve 

shorter transit times of shipments. Introduce leading-edge support technologies that 

provide added value for customers. Save time by adopting 'right-first-time' approach in 

every part of the business. Achieve continuous improvement by always striving to beat 

the previous best performances. Integrate the domestic and international express delivery 

services in a systematic fashion to secure cost savings, together with shorter door-to-door 

transit times that beat those offered by competitors. Strengthen the TNT brand through 

cost-effective measures and increase top-of-mind awareness of the range of reliable on- 

demand express delivery services. 1

TNT operates in more countries than the United Nations, providing express services to 

more than 200 countries. Intra-regional services are offered in Europe and Asia.

In Europe, TNT is the only company offering local, regional and pan-European road and 

air express services in all major European countries. In the pan-European segment of the 

market, competition comes from global providers with international networks.
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Outside Europe, TNT provides express services in Africa, Asia, Australia, the Middle 

East, North America and South America. In many of these markets, the TNT global 

express services are augmented by local and regional express services. In Australia, for 

instance, TNT is one of the leading providers of time-sensitive freight delivery.
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A. TNT History

1946 Thomas Nationwide Transport (TNT) commences operations in Australia

1961 In 1961, TNT listed on the Sydney Stock Exchange

1973 TNT expands into Europe

1976 TNT launches European Road Network

1987 European Air Network launched

1992 TNT's international time-sensitive freight operations of TNT Express Europe, 

TNT Skypak, and TNT Mailfast combined with the international time-sensitive 

mail services businesses of KPN, the Dutch postal and telecommunications 

group, and the post offices of Canada, France, Germany and Sweden to form GD 

Express Worldwide (GDEW). TNT owns 50 per cent of GDEW.

1996 It is announced that KPN will make a public bid for TNT. The takeover is 

completed in December 1996. KPN also acquires the remaining shares in GD 

Express Worldwide.

1998 April - TNT opens European Express Center at Liege, Belgium. In June 1998 

TNT Post Group (TPG), incorporating the three TNT business areas and PTT 

Post, separated from KPN. Since that date TPG stock has been listed 

independently on the Stock Exchanges of Amsterdam, New York, London and 

Frankfurt. New corporate identities are launched for both TNT and TPG.

1999 May - TNT opens International Road Express Center at Arnhem, the Netherlands

2000 TNT launches its fully integrated e-Fulfillment services
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TNT Express facts 2000 Annual Figures2

Number of consignments (in thousands) 192,937,000

Total tons carried 3,204,757

Number of depots/hubs/offices 840

Number of vehicles 19,126

Number of aircraft 61

1. TNT Express Services

TNT is strongly focused on customer satisfaction and quality, and is committed to being 

the world's fastest and most reliable provider of express delivery services. The TNT range 

of customer-focused global services reflect the growing need for time-definite, 

information-driven international distribution:

Standard Delivery Solutions

Instant Delivery

securEdoc - instant electronic delivery of documents via the Internet using state-of-the-art 

encryption technology to ensure security 

Same-date Delivery

TNT Sameday - the quickest possible same-date delivery for customers' international or 

domestic consignments. The on-demand, around the clock service utilizes a tailored 

network of Sameday Operations Centers to calculate the fastest possible transit time to the 

required destination and create a unique delivery solution using either the existing TNT 

fleet or other road, rail and air options In-night - delivery of consignments during the
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night (i.e. before 8am) with pick-up of return material available. This service is available 

in the Netherlands, Belgium, UK, Luxembourg, Germany, Austria, France and Denmark 

Next Day Delivery

9:00 Express - guaranteed next-day delivery by 9am to specific major cities worldwide 

12:00 Express - guaranteed next-day delivery by noon to major cities worldwide Global 

Express - express delivery to every destination around the world 

Other Express Services

Economy Express - economical, daily door-to-door service for shipments worldwide, 

with day-specific delivery within two to six days depending on destination. Fastest-by- 

road daily express delivery in Europe Domestic Express - range of delivery service 

options available on a local country basis (note: range of services available vary by 

country) Import Service - from over 50 key countries across the globe - to handle customs 

issues to ensure that shipments are delivered customs-cleared. TNT eliminates potential 

problems with languages, time zone differences and the high cost of international 

telecommunications.

Special Services

When customers' needs go beyond a standard TNT delivery solution, then Special 

Services can provide a solution. From special handling to technical solutions, TNT 

Special Services has the experience to take care of everything - no matter how large, 

small, valuable, delicate or sensitive the goods. Some examples of special service 

solutions include:

Air Freight - fixed delivery times and considerable economy for transporting freight on a 

door-to-door or door-to-airport basis. The service is available in more than 70 countries 

Air Cargo Service - a first in the industry - a scheduled service for freight forwarders to 

purchase a fixed container position or belly space to 50 pan-European airports on an
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overnight airport-to-airport basis Sea Freight - a cost-effective service where speed of 

delivery is not the most important factor. Full or part container services are available to 

more than 70 countries Racing Services - co-ordination of transport logistics between 

manufacturers, suppliers, motor sport teams and racing track, as well as emergency supply 

of spare parts Storapart - a pan-European storage and distribution service for large 

manufacturers. Storapart is an integrated Internet-based storage, pick & pack and 

distribution service. It comprises network replenishments, storage of parts and direct 

dedicated deliveries to end-users within six hours 

Global Account Solutions

TNT has developed dedicated divisions to handle the requirements of multinational 

companies in specific industry sectors - concentrating in particular on life sciences, 

automotive, and information and communication technology (ICT). In doing so, TNT is 

able to concentrate the efforts of a team of experts who are familiar with the market place 

and its specials needs.

Automotive

TNT has provided transportation solutions and logistics services to the automotive 

industry in Europe and North America since the mid-1980s. Today, its dedicated 

automotive function includes a team of over a hundred people. The company expertise 

stems from its experience in all aspects of the automotive chain, including production in

feeding, sequencing and warehousing activities. TNT has a versatile and flexible approach 

that enables it to offer solutions to specific customer requirements.

Automotive Delivery Services

TNT has established itself as a leading provider of distribution services to the automotive 

industry, through its many strengths:

Supply of production material direct to the manufacturing lines, next day Stock order 

replenishment Delivery of vehicle-off-the-road parts Distribution of after-sales service
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parts Supply chain management General document, package and freight distribution 

Dedicated automotive experts Control mechanisms Emergency after-market services 

The TNT automotive sector management team co-ordinates and oversees the production 

and after-market, time-sensitive transportation requirements of passenger car 

manufacturers, as well as the manufacturers of trucks, buses, earth moving and 

construction equipment, motor yachts and motorcycles. TNT currently works with most 

of the major automotive companies, including General Motors, Ford, Jaguar, Saab, Volvo 

and Fiat amongst many others. In addition, it is working increasingly with second tier 

suppliers such as Cummins Engines and ITT Teves.

Automotive Infrastructure

ACES (Automotive Co-ordination by Electronic Systems) - a dedicated information 

technology system enabling TNT to co-ordinate all the transport needs of customers, 

ensuring that all materials or parts are delivered on time Automotive Control Centers - 

across Europe and the US deal directly with suppliers on behalf of manufacturers to 

arrange timely and accurate collection of required parts and their subsequent 

transportation and early delivery

Life Sciences

TNT provides specialized logistics supply chain solutions to a growing number of life 

sciences, pharmaceutical and medical companies, including Covance, Quintiles and 

Medtronics. TNT has concentrated operations in the following three key areas:

Biomedical Pharmaceutical Medical equipment & supplies

The Biomedical sector is the largest and most developed of the TNT health care division. 

TNT has over 10 years of experience in this area, and provides a range of solutions to 

meet its particular needs, including:
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the implementation of a dedicated customer service representative per country, 

specifically trained for the time-sensitive requirements of biomedical and pharmaceutical 

companies. This facilitates the efficient flow of information between customers, local 

doctors, laboratories and the TNT biomedical coordinator who acts as a single point of 

contact, to ensure speedy pick-up and delivery of materials Saturday Service - to meet the 

varied needs of biomedical customers, such as hospitals and medical centers, TNT has 

established its highly successful Saturday delivery service. Now well established, it 

provides a critical and vital service to the industry 

Life Sciences Packaging Solutions

TNT offers innovative packaging solutions to help life sciences, biomedical and 

pharmaceutical companies ensure fast, secure, safe and temperature-controlled delivery of 

time-sensitive samples across the world:

Medpak - is designed for the distribution of non-infectious specimens (e.g. blood and 

urine). Specifically developed for ambient diagnostic specimens, it ensures operator 

protection and compliance with all appropriate regulations.

ICT/Electronics- TNT has a specialized information communication 

technology/electronics division that caters for the specific distribution needs of companies 

in these industries worldwide. TNT provides specialized services to a number of IT and 

electronics companies, including IBM, Nokia, Ericsson and Siemens.

Delivery Solutions

Break-Bulk - 48-72 hours integrated door-to-door service from Asia and USA to major 

European destinations. The shipment is consolidated at the origin and de-consolidated at 

the European gateway for onward forwarding Enhanced Security Product (ESP) - TNT 

nominates dedicated managers to ensure safe delivery of shipments. Information about 

these shipments are entered into a secure database that can only be accessed by the
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appointed ESP manager Direct Engineer Replenishment - allows customers to ship the 

most valuable parts from a central stock location to engineers around Europe Return & 

Repair/Techno Courier Services - supports customers own after-sales services by 

transporting defective parts to test facility. When test proves negative, parts are returned 

to central stock location; when failure is found, part is shipped to pre-selected repair 

vendor. All cycle times are measured and reported, allowing customers to manage their 

turnaround times. Techno Courier is a combination of a pick-up and delivery service 

combined with a technical on-site service Storapart - cost efficient warehousing and 

distribution service. Mission critical parts are delivered within 6 hours after receipt of 

order

TNT Loop - an e-commerce, demand chain management service targeted to meet the 

complexities of e-enabling a supply chain. TNT offers this service to its on-line IT 

customers to bring together the four back-end services necessary for e-Fulfillment - order 

payment processing; warehousing; transportation and delivery; and post transaction 

management (returns, repairs, customer service)3

2. Information Technology Facilities

IT Infrastructure

Information technology is an essential element in the Express business, and is an area of 

heavy investment by TNT. In the last few years, TNT has invested over €63.5 million in 

IT development.

Since 1993 TNT has developed a network that integrates its Express systems, depots and 

operations, controls its global distribution network from a single database and streamlines
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business processes. The centrally managed IT function is located at the Worldwide Data 

Center in Atherstone, UK.

Global Link

Global Link is the TNT global IT infrastructure, database and business applications 

system. It facilitates the operations, finance, administration, sales, marketing and 

customer service functions, and is one of the world's largest communications networks. 

No government - except the US - has wider private communications links overseas than 

TNT. The system allows TNT to handle online shipment records through a single 

database. The system runs TNT's Express operations - from order to delivery - at depots, 

hubs and gateways throughout the world.

Worldwide Data Center - Atherstone. UK

In the Worldwide Data Center at Atherstone, UK, three mainframes use the latest 

enterprise systems and provide consolidated and consistent information that can be 

accessed by every country in the world. An example of this is the flagship track and trace 

system that supplies a single tracking solution for all international consignments across 

the world.

November 2000 saw an upgrade of the main enterprise server with an investment of €2.3 

million in an IBM Z87 model. This computer is one of the most powerful and advanced 

processing platforms in the industry. It offers TNT the ability to process even more 

transactions and offer quicker response times to customers. The computer also offers TNT 

the appropriate capacity for growth and the ability to upgrade without the need for a break 

in service.

The Worldwide Data Center manages a highly resilient private X25 data communications 

network together with frame relay and satellite where required, and ISDN for back up. 

The network covers over 200 locations worldwide and supports over 5000 users.
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The X25 data communications network mirrors the company's air and road transportation 

network and links all depots and offices around the world, allowing data and information 

exchange between them 24 hours a day.

Every operational depot has a robust mid-range computer running standard integrated 

systems for order processing, export, import and manifesting. Where appropriate, EDI is 

used to link systems electronically to customs. Extensive use of bar-code scanners ensures 

speed, accuracy and integrity of the physical movement of goods.4

3.Customer Information Technology

Products and services

TNT is fully committed to developing customer-focused IT services and is leading the 

industry in offering customers a range of Internet and PC-based facilities. These 

developments mean that TNT is providing customers with even faster services as well as 

greater choice and flexibility.

TNT data centers and networks have been benchmarked as the best in its class in 

delivering technology enabled services through independent studies that have been 

conducted in 2000. The TNT Express Internet related services was deemed to have not 

only the highest quality, but also the broadest range among the world's four leading 

express providers.

Information Database

Global Link is the integrated, worldwide computing infrastructure that facilitates mission- 

critical TNT operations and customer interface technology throughout the world. 

Connecting all TNT locations with real-time flows of data, Global Link tracks all 

international consignments from collection to delivery and provides access to the 

information from anywhere in the world.
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The track and trace system uses data gathered worldwide from consignment barcodes to 

track packages. It enables TNT to advise customers on the status of consignments at any 

transit point along their route. All of the TNT Internet and software based tracking 

facilities also operate from the track and trace system. In May 1999, the system was 

upgraded to include tracking by reference capabilities. This gives customers the option of 

tracking shipments using their own reference codes rather than TNT consignment 

numbers. More recently TNT has given customers the added possibility of tracking 

shipments via a WAP-enabled mobile phone or device and through an e-mail tracking 

service.

Internet Solutions

Customers can gain direct access to the TNT global database through its website - 

\\ \\'\v.tni.com - and take advantage of a series of Internet-based tools. These solutions 

offer one-stop access to the entire TNT range of express distribution services, from 

pricing to delivery, 24 hours a day and seven days a week. There are both standard 

solutions and customized solutions for high volume shippers. TNT's website facilities are 

scaled and monitored to handle the millions of consignments processed every week. 

Standard Solutions

The following range of TNT's online services are designed for any shipper or recipient of 

TNT Express services:

Tracking - enables customers to track shipments from the point of origin to point of 

delivery anywhere in the world using their own reference code or the TNT consignment 

number. It can be used to track multiple shipments simultaneously and at any time 

WAP Tracking - enables customers with WAP-enabled (wireless application protocol) 

mobile phones or devices to track their international consignments on the move. 

Customers can instantly check the status, location, date and time of the pick up or
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delivery, and even the person who signed for the shipment. Customers can use either a 

TNT consignment number or their own tracking reference

Pickup Request - a first in the industry, this service enables customers to place collection 

orders over the Internet, 24 hours a day, to be collected at the collection time that best 

suits them

Pricing - enables customers to investigate the price for a shipment simply by entering the 

place of origin, destination and service required

Transit Times - serves as a quick reference for customers to check standard transit times 

from a list of 50 top destinations. The facility also shows the difference in delivery time 

between documents and non-document shipments

Shipping - offers customers an online capability for preparing shipping documentation, 

obtaining rate quotes and arranging a collection - all in one easy process. There is no need 

for passwords, account numbers or special software 

Customized Solutions

TNT has also developed online tools for frequent, high-volume shippers. These tools are 

tailored to customers' individual needs and are located in the customized services 

environment - a fully secured environment within the TNT website. Registered users can 

easily access their own detailed and personalized shipment information via a user ID and 

password without the need for special software. The online tools contained in the 

customized services environment include:

myprice - is a personalized pricing tool, enabling personal price calculations for each 

shipment according to size of consignment, destination and rates

mvtracker - is an enhanced tracking tool which displays information about the location of 

your consignment and also includes detailed consignment information such as sender and
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collection details, receiver and delivery details, package details and special shipment 

instructions

mylogbook - stores details of the last 100 consignments sent and allows customers to 

review and print out their shipping history

mvshipper - an enhanced shipping tool that provides customers with a personalized online 

shipping facility. Users can calculate the specific price of their shipment, prepare tailored 

shipping documentation and arrange a collection all in one easy process 

myaddressbook - stores unlimited addresses of senders and recipients 

Software-based Solutions

TNT has created advanced Windows-based software, free to TNT customers, and 

designed to remove the more repetitive aspects of shipping. This software can be installed 

onto a network to allow several users access:

Shipping software - a complete shipping management service that automatically prepares 

consignment paperwork, saving valuable time. It produces labels, manifests, commercial 

invoices, and standard shipping reports allowing sender and receiver addresses to be 

entered into a personalized database

Tracking software - provides direct access to the track and trace system on the TNT 

global database, via modem from the customer's PC. Consignments can be tracked at any 

time of the day with information stored to their own personal files

Pricing software - enables customers to calculate consignment prices in advance, using 

their own personalized rates 

Tailor-made Solutions

TNT also offers tailor-made shipping solutions that are professionally installed and 

adapted to the specific requirements of a high-volume user of international express 

distribution services (approximately 150 or more consignments per week).
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This powerful PC, laser printer, modem and personalized software is supplied and 

supported by a dedicated team of TNT experts.

The complete TNT electronic services for supporting the shipping process are contained 

in the latest comprehensive software package. In addition, the software package is 

designed to link the customer to TNT's own computers. Shipment details keyed into the 

system by the customer are transmitted to the global TNT computer system electronically, 

so input errors from re-keying are eliminated. The system is also able to produce tailor- 

made reports on each customer's shipping record, including details of trade, volume and 

cost.

E-Commerce

E-commerce forms an integral part of the TNT business strategy; extending from the 

simple act of ordering a consignment via the website to the complexities of e-fulfillment 

solutions such as TNT Loop. The proven logistics and distribution capabilities of TNT 

and its strong global infrastructure mean it is ideally placed to meet the challenges of e- 

commerce.

TNT has developed a full portfolio of products and services that address the issues of

order fulfillment, and demand and supply chain management of online business.

On-line Payment Solutions 

WebCollect™

WebCollect is a first in global electronic payment solutions. It provides customers in over 

40 countries with a flexible solution to pay for products over the Internet. Customers can 

pay in their local currency and use a variety of payment methods including credit card, 

bank transfer, cheque or invoice

WebCollect addresses the issue of security that has prevented many customers from 

paying by credit card over the Internet, by providing full and alternative methods of 

payment.
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E-Commerce Software

iConnections

a software application that allows companies with online capabilities to seamlessly 

integrate one or more of TNT's services such as price checking, tracking or shipping 

management into a customers' website, intranet, extranet or ERP (Enterprise Resource 

Planning)

By eliminating time consuming phone calls, delays and errors, the new service helps 

customers to save time and money, increase sales, and improve efficiency and customer 

service.

The service utilizes XML technology (extensible Markup Language) technology, a 

universal format for structured documents on the web - allowing companies to integrate 

their businesses with those of TNT.

TNT's iConnections provides solutions to the following areas of business:

E-retailing - provides online sales processes, including pricing, fulfillment and after-sales 

service (tracking) Returns Management - a simple and efficient method for recipients to 

arrange the return of products

Traditional Shipping - streamlines and automates traditional shipping processes, saving 

time and money

E-marketplaces - an efficient delivery infrastructure, enabling businesses to buy and sell 

products online

Customer Service - enables companies to provide higher levels of both online and 

traditional customer services - increasing customer loyalty while reducing costs 

E-procurement - an internal e-procurement solution in which management and monitoring 

is centralized but the fulfillment activity localized 5
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4. Air Network -Facts and Figures

The global air capability of TNT is achieved through combining the strengths of its own 

European Air Network (EAN) and its Commercial Air Network, which uses third-party 

carriers. TNT currently operates a total of 60 aircraft. These are located as follows:

European Air Network 35
Italy 2
France 3
Australia 19
USA 1

European Air Network

TNT's European Air Network (EAN) is arguably the most expansive air network in 

Europe.

Network Coverage

51 airports in 20 countries covering 212 depots Served by central hub in Liege, Belgium - 

The European Express Center (EEC)

Network Capability

35 aircraft (TNT also operates five internal flights in France and Italy), Network capacity 

exceeds 600 tones 600 flights per week 24 hours a day flight operations 69 per cent of 

total international consignments pass through EAN. Aircraft in the EAN cover an 

estimated 2 million-km per month, 5 new Airbus A300 B4 Freighters to be introduced 

within next two years with 63 employees.

Commercial Air Network

TNT supplements the EAN with its Commercial Air Network providing worldwide 

connectivity and service through the use of third-party carriers.
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Network Coverage

Over 250 airlines used Operates from 350 origin airports to 418 destination airports in 

over 212 countries 13,000 scheduled sectors operated weekly 5,300 flights available 

weekly 3,500 tones shipped weekly 350,000 pieces of freight and consignments moved 

weekly 745 depots connected Key hubs at London, Frankfurt, Paris, Johannesburg, Dubai, 

Singapore, Hong Kong, Sydney, Los Angeles, Miami, New York, Amsterdam, Tokyo and 

Santiago providing worldwide connectivity

Airlines used 250
Origin Airports 350
Destination Airports 418
Countries Served 212
Scehduled Sectors 13000
Pieces of freight 350000
Depots connected 745

Operational Strategy

TNT has entered into a number of key strategic alliances - Airline Service Level 

Agreements (ASLA) - allowing TNT to independently manage required routes for its 

operations TNT operates ASLAs with KLM, South African Airways, Iceland Air (for 

transatlantic flights) and Qantas Regional Flight Control Centers (FCCs) manage the 

service performance of commercial linehaul network and take proactive action of 

seasonal/peak overflows and daily re-routings to meet performance standards 

Employees

The commercial Air Network employs 380 people. 6
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EUROPEAN EXPRESS CENTER - LIEGE. BELGIUM

The TNT state-of-the-art European Express Center (EEC) in Liege, Belgium, was opened 

in April 1998. It serves as the focal point for the European Air Network and is Europe's 

most advanced dedicated air cargo hub.

The EEC is situated in Liege, Belgium, within two hours of TNT's International Road 

Center in Arnhem, the Netherlands The EEC and Road Express Center both lie within the 

Amsterdam-Paris-Frankfurt triangle, one of the most industrialized areas in Europe, 

enabling TNT to reach two thirds of its European customers within four hours. Together, 

these two facilities further strengthen TNT's integrated air and road networks. Liege’s 

central geographical location makes the EEC the focal point for TNT's European Air 

Network, covering 51 airports in 20 countries. The EEC provides TNT with easy access 

to many of its multinational customers, based on the high number of companies that 

choose Belgium and the Netherlands as the location for their European distribution 

centers.

Already, €58 million has been invested at the EEC An additional €18million 

(approximately) is expected to be invested in the near future to further improve facilities. 

Operational Capabilities

EEC handles 35 aircraft and more than 120 trucks and vans per day EEC operates 24 

hours a day, six days a week It takes approximately one hour for consignments delivered 

by truck to Liege to be loaded on to aircraft 80 landings and departures per night

Volume Statistics

Consignments 367000
Tonnes per week 2500
Sorting 23:00 to 06:30
Employees 850
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Peak sort time is between 01:30 and 02:30 There are two peak "Ramp" (aircraft loading) 

periods: from 00:30 to 02:00 hrs and from 03:30 to 04.30 hrs.

Hub Dimensions

240 m length x 100 m width x 14 m height (in total) 24,000 m2 (ground floor) 12,000 m2 

(total square meters of yard areas) 5,000 m2 (total square meters of administration 

building) 5,000 m2 of hanger space.7

5. Road Network - Facts and Figures 

European Road Network

TNT's European Road Network (ERN) is the most extensive road distribution network in 

Europe, enabling TNT to provide the fastest door-to-door transit times in Europe.

Network Coverage

Countries Served 27
Major Hubs 10
Depots connected 180
Europe wide International linehauls 3300
International Road linehauls 2100
International Air feeders 1200
Road kilometers covered 1550000
Employees 650

Served by central hub in Arnhem, Netherlands - the international Road Express Center 

TNT's trucks drive 250,000 kilometers per day 83 per cent of TNT's international system 

freight movements go through the European Road Network (weight).
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Commercial Road Network

TNT supplements the ERN with the Commercial Road Network providing transportation 

between TNT depots, to connect the TNT network where the TNT-owned road networks 

do not operate.

International Road Express Center

The international Road Express Center, opened in October 1998 is situated in Arnhem, 

the Netherlands, within two hours of TNT's European Express Center (EEC), Liege, 

Belgium, Europe's most advanced dedicated air cargo hub. The Road Express Center and 

the EEC both lie within the Amsterdam-Paris-Frankfurt triangle, one of the most 

industrialized areas in Europe, enabling TNT to reach two thirds of its European 

customers within four hours. Together, these two facilities further strengthen TNT's 

integrated air and road networks. Arnhem's central geographical location makes the Road 

Express Center the focal point for TNT's European Road Network, covering 27 European 

countries through its 10 major hubs and 157 depots. Located in Arnhem, the Road 

Express Center provides TNT with easy access to many of its multinational customers, 

based on the high number of companies that chose the Netherlands as the location for 

their European distribution centers.

€23 million has been invested in the new international Road Express Center to improve 

service quality, absorb the anticipated increase in the use of road transportation and cater 

for the projected growth of TNT's business well into the 21st century.
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Volume Statistics (per week)

Pieces 182000
Consignments 108000
Kilograms 5900000
Inbound trucks 860
Outbound trucks 930
Automated parcels sorter capacity per hour 10500
Capacity for destinations 110

Operational Capabilities

Operates 24 hours a day, six days a week with in-house customs facilities. Non-core 

activities such as 24-hour refueling, fleet repair and vehicle wash are outsourced to local 

suppliers.

Hub Dimensions

Total area: 120,900 m2 (comprises of business offices and a 13,000-m2 warehouse) The 

site has been designed for modular expansion capable of accommodating TNT's projected 

growth until 2008.

The warehouse and office buildings combine for a total area of 83,300m2. The warehouse 

area is 13,000m2. The two office buildings provide a total of 4,000m2 of office space.

The gatehouse, driver's facility and parking facilities combine for a total area of 37,600m2 

with 4,300m2 that has been developed for parking facilities. Initial parking capacity is for 

300 private cars and 500 fleet units A gatehouse and drivers' facility is also based on the 

second site 33,300m2 remains available for future expansion 8
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6. Revenues and Profitability

TNT posted revenues of €4,139 million for 2001 with earnings before interest and taxes 

of €167 million in comparison to the year 2000 with revenues of €4,145 and earnings of 

€156 million. While an organic revenue growth of 1.8% was realized, there was an 

improvement in margin to 4%. The most encouraging factor for TNT is the positive 

revenue quality yield of 4.5% over the last years. The main area of business and revenue 

of TNT is originated in the European sector with revenues of

€3,368 million for 2001 compared to €3,308 for the year 2000. This represents a growth 

of 2%. The international business sector realized a drop to €771 million for the year 2001 

from €842 million, a reduction of 8.4%.

The performance in the second half of 2001 was negatively impacted by the slowdown of 

the European economies. There were also more stringent aviation regulations in the 

United States that affected performance as well. Organic revenue growth in the second 

half of the year fell to a negative 0.6% in comparison to a positive 4.3% in the first half of 

the year. The total organic revenue growth of 1.8% for the year was realized, but with a 

combination of unfavorable foreign exchange differences and an adverse acquisition left a 

total revenues with a small decline of 0.1% year on year. The financial performance in 

Australia has been declining with a negative impact on total performance. Excluding 

Australia, revenues grew 2.2% and an organic growth of 3.4% compared to 2000. The 

operating margins improved to 4.0% as a result of improved revenue quality yields and 

the implementation of a strengthened commercial policy. In Europe, the economic 

downturn was felt in Germany, Benelux and the Nordic countries but was offset with 

strong performances in the United Kingdom, France, Portugal and the Eastern European 

countries. While the fourth quarter of 2001 saw a drop in the number of consignments
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shipped there was a positive increase for the total year of 2.6%. The trend in the second

half of the year was to the less expensive road and express services.9

B.TNT Greece

TNT set up operations in Greece in 1989 through the purchase of it’s the local agent 

“Tachidema.” Tachidema represented TNT providing delivery and pick up services for 

international customers. TNT currently operates under the name “TNT Skypack (Hellas) 

LTD.” At the time of the purchase of the agency, TNT had a staff of 25 people to 

facilitate its operations in Greece. With a stable market share of about 7% of international 

express business and a negligible share of the domestic business, TNT Greece moved to 

purchase Goldair Super Express, a domestic courier company in 1999. This acquisition 

was in order to reposition itself as a domestic courier company as well and increase 

market share in the domestic business.

The acquisition of Goldair Super Express in 1999 was the turning point of the company in 

Greece. Before the acquisition and merger, only the Greek business community mostly 

knew TNT’s presence in Greece. It is a company that targets international business to 

business express courier shipments a

1. Pre-acquisition of Goldair Super Express

125 employees, head offices in Glyfada, operations building in Alimos, and a 

depot in Thessaloniki. The total amount of drivers was 43 for Athens and Thessaloniki. 

TNT Greece was linked to the international sort center hub in Liege via it’s own aircraft 

that arrived in Athens on a daily basis. TNT serviced its customer base in Athens and
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Thessaloniki via company owned vehicles and staff. There was a base agent network 

throughout Greece that serviced the needs of the international and domestic customers. 

The company in Greece handled about 1300 international shipments per day.10

Revenues in 1998 had reached €5.8 million with earnings of € -1.2 million.11 While the 

company was experiencing losses, the results were improving in regards to previous 

years. At the time TNT mainly focused on international shipments and with only a market 

share of about 7% of the international market there was substantial room to grow and 

become profitable. The management at the time in seeking growth potential investigated 

the issue of entering the domestic market through an acquisition of a local domestic 

company. The thought was to enter the domestic market rapidly through this acquisition 

instead of growing into the market. There was know how regarding domestic business 

from the Goldair side that TNT management was seeking to have.

Goldair Super Express was the company selected for acquisition in order to enter the 

domestic market. Being an exclusive provider of domestic services, the company’s staff 

and procedures were very different in comparison to TNT. The company had a total of 

170 employees, 92 of which were drivers. The company had its main offices in Alimos, 

Athens and offices in Thessaloniki as well and handled about 3500 domestic shipments 

per day. The range of services that Goldair Super Express offered for the domestic market 

was very different from the services that TNT offered. Some of these services: Cash On 

Delivery: the ability to purchase or sell goods and to collect the amount through courier 

services. Same Day Service: a service geared for same day delivery of shipments 

throughout Athens and Thessaloniki city centers. Purchase Orders: the ability to
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purchase upon customer request from various outlets. Revenues for Goldair Super

Express had reached €5.5 million with losses of €-921 thousand.13

2. Integration - Challenges and Issues

By the end of the second quarter of 1999, the physical merger and integration of the two 

companies was initiated and completed by August 1999. There were moves of all the 

offices into new locations. Systems and procedures were in place to handle the new 

demands of the company. What happened in the third quarter of 1999 was the beginning 

of various issues and problems associated with service (both international and domestic), 

billing and invoicing issues, and personnel issues regarding management struggles that 

were initiated between the two management ends of the company. Synergies were sought 

in all functions of the company in order to justify the acquisition and in order to make two 

loss-making companies into a profitable one. A downsizing of drivers and office staff 

caused reactions in personnel that in turn caused service failures. A force of 135 drivers 

was reduced to about 85. Out of a total of Customer complaints turned into legal issues 

that harmed the company mostly in its image as an international company with high 

service standards. The reasons why the company suffered during the integration period 

mainly come from the inability to provide the correct focus and objectives and mission to 

the staff and to management. The company was inundated with domestic shipments in a 

ratio of 2.5 to 1 with an infrastructure that was incapable to cope with this change in 

business profile. Customer shipments were seriously delayed or lost and the repercussions 

of this downturn were very poor financial results alongside with high employee turnover. 

Management sought to improve results through even more cost reductions in terms of 

personnel. An unstable commercial policy that tried to correct the results even further 

confused customers and sales staff with no turnaround in sight.14
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3. The Need for Change

The company has suffered tremendous financial losses (€4.1 million for 2000) through 

2001. The reputation of the company’s performance for 1999 carried over into 2000 and 

2001. The underlying factors of the company’s performance need to be recognized and 

changed.

What is the mission of TNT Greece?

Upon the arrival of the Eastern European Regional Manager of TNT in Greece in the 

beginning of 2001, he realized that there was no clear vision and mission for the staff to 

follow. This meant that staff was not focused on what they were doing and there had to be 

a sense of purpose in the daily work of personnel. With the assistance of management 

TNT Greece announced a vision and mission to strive for. Posted on all desks, in all 

offices, given to all employees, the vision and mission of TNT Greece reads as follows. 

Vision- “To be the fastest and most reliable provider of express delivery services”. 

Mission-“Achieve indisputable reputation of continuously producing and delivering 

added value to our customers’, to our people and shareholders’ continued success and 

well being!

Strategy-“We will challenge our mission through enthusiasm, passion and an unmatched 

sense of urgency which will be provided with the highest of integrity possible!” 

Resources-“Our people will continue to be our single greatest source of strength an our 

competitive advantage!”15
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What needs to be changed?

TNT needs to become a profitable company in Greece. In order to do this the foundations 

regarding human behavior, business sense and high awareness of specific activities need 

to be established. TNT Greece needs to achieve profitable revenue development for the 

company to around and to become profitable. In order to achieve this, the staff in Greece 

must turn its perception around and become trained in operating in a profitable company. 

It is a combination of having the right people doing the right activities and working in 

teams. This is the most important factor in considering all policies and strategies that will 

be evaluated.

As a result of the integration with Goldair Super Express, TNT has acquired a very large 

domestic business. With domestic shipments that outnumber international one 2.5 to 1, it 

is logical that the staff is busy with revenue that is not contributing to a profitable bottom 

line. One could say that the company’s resources have been concentrated in the wrong 

areas and around services that could be non-profitable. Sales staff has been focusing on 

low revenue quality shipments that have hurt the company’s profit and loss statement. As 

seen from the early pages of the introduction, TNT’s infrastructure is set up and geared to 

serve an international network. International shipments bring in three to four times the 

revenue therefore this type of revenue quality will bring in the required amount of 

revenue to justify personnel activity. Since the integration there has been a minimal 

amount of training for the staff. Training regarding procedures that need to be adhered to 

and knowledge that all staff needs to have in order to keep customers satisfied. The spirit 

and pride of the staff needs to be built on strong foundations that involve comprehensive 

training in the areas that each person is responsible for. Each functional manager needs to 

be responsible for the best interest of the company and committed to making the changes
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required work. As TNT reporting procedures scrutinize key performance indicators 

closely, management makes decisions regarding the indicators that need to be improved.

TNT Greece needs to change the following points:

1) Turn around staff perception from a company that has service problems to a company 

that belongs to a top international express in line with the mission stated.

2) Focus on profitable revenue and grow with profitable revenue.

3) Establish a sense of urgency for managers to achieve teamwork and unity in order to 

reach goals.

4) Train staff effectively on roles and duties in order to perform up to quality standards.
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III. Express Delivery Industry in Greece 

A. Categories

The Express industry in Greece has a total of about 250 companies that offer some form 

of express service on various levels. There are three categories of companies that operate 

in Greece and the main distinction comes from the level of network that they have. 

International- In this category there is a small number of foreign companies that mainly 

are involved in international shipments and are supported by an international network. 

These companies are subsidiaries of foreign companies and are DHL International Hellas 

S.A. in which Deutsche Post holds a majority stake, TNT Skypack (Hellas) Ltd. In which 

is a part of TPG, TNT post Group and KPN, ARAMEX Hellas International S.A which is 

a subsidiary of the ARAMEX (UK) International and UPS of Greece Inc. as a branch of 

UPS United States.

Domestic- In this category we mainly have Greek companies that are involved with 

shipments throughout Greece. The main companies are ACS S.A., Speedex S.A., Kanga 

Services S.A., Geniki Tachidromiki S.A., Interatticca S.A., amongst others. It must be 

noted here that Speedex S.A. represents Federal Express in Greece on an agency basis. 

Federal Express belongs to the international category and is one of the leaders in 

international shipments.

Intercity- In this category we have companies that service shipments within their own 

city limits, mainly within the city limits of Athens and Thessaloniki. In the cities outside 

Athens and Thessaloniki we have the phenomena of smaller companies that operate as 

part of agents for networks representing various companies. It is mostly the rule where 

these companies can represent several or more larger domestic companies. 16
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It is very common to see co-operations between all of the above companies in order to 

compliment various services in which can not be provided by the same company. The 

domestic and intercity companies co-operate with the international companies for 

shipments that need to be sent by their domestic customers. International companies tend 

to outsource the domestic shipments to the domestic companies in order to provide a more 

complete coverage of services. Intercity companies typically have developed co

operations with other intercity companies in order to provide a delivery service in other 

Greek cities.

In 1999, TNT moved to acquire Goldair Super Express in order to be a sole provider of 

domestic and international express services. At the time, TNT had established an agent 

network throughout Greece that was semi-exclusive.

In several cases, domestic companies such as ACS S.A. and IDP S.A., expanded beyond 

their initial set up by expanding with offices or direct co-operations with other domestic 

companies located in major markets outside of Greece. This gave them the flexibility to 

be directly competitive with the international companies by providing a very good 

international service in the selected markets at very competitive prices. These companies 

would send their shipments directly to the end destination country in order to be injected 

into the domestic system of that country using the network provided by the foreign 

company. They use evening commercial flights to load their material to the destination 

country where it would be off-loaded the same evening for distribution.

Shipments within Greece are typically done with privately own vehicles for the larger
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companies or with the method of co-loading with a linehaul provider. Linehaul providers 

are usually independent companies that provide transportation from city to city in order to 

pick up and deliver the bags of shipments to the offices or depots of the companies. It is 

mostly the case that the linehaul companies are very few and load material for all the 

smaller companies. Presently there are two companies that provide this service for courier 

companies, Euronet and Courier Net.

B. Environmental Analysis- STEP Analysis

Below is an analysis regarding important variables in the societal environment in the 

express industry:

Task Elements Economic
1. Economic Development
2. Exports/Imports
3. Euro

Technological
1. E-commerce
2. Energy cost
3. Productivity improv.

Political
1. Postal law
2. Terrorist activity
3. Post privatization

Sociocultural
1. Demographics

Government Incentives for exports

Incentives for development 
Euro-transparency of prices

Taxes on fuel/cost

Post law enforcement

Air transport-safety 
Regulations 

Decision of 
privatization

Regional
population

shifts

Local Communities Transparency of Euro in all 
European markets affects 

sales

E-commerce can 
increase sales/needs

Consumer needs 
depend on ages

Suppliers Operational cost savings Improve productivity 
through better techn.

Commercial airlines 
availability/flights

Competitors Global Economy/stock price 
Tariff comparison -Euro 
New entrants -Internet.

difficult to enter market

Investments for
e-com. capability 

Productivity 
Fuel prices/absorb

additional costs

Non enforcement of 
Postal law 

Additional costs and 
procedures for terror 

Outcome of 
privatization

Employees/Unions Wage pressures Young employees
Special Interest 
Groups
Customers Dependent on global economy 

Value of goods to be exported 
Euro-transparency competitive

E-com/new horizons Vertical and
niche markets

Creditors Favorable interest rates for
investments and growth.

Trade Associations Exporters Assoc, important Promote e-commerce
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C. Industry Analysis

In analyzing the industry and the forces that influence the long-term profit potential for 

TNT the following six forces will be assessed. Threat of new entrants, rivalry among 

existing firms, threat of substitute services, bargaining power of buyers, bargaining power 

of suppliers, and relative power of stakeholders.

Threat of New Entrants

It is very difficult to enter the market of the international express industry due to the need 

to invest immense fixed costs involved in establishing a global network. This involves 

costs such as aircraft, vehicles, support information systems, hub sort centers. 

International companies have achieved economies of scale with their networks and the 

amount of shipments they move therefore they have a significant cost advantage over new 

entrants. What some existing domestic and to some scale international express companies 

do is to co-operate with various international companies in order to complement their 

existing core business. By this method they gain access to the existing network set up by 

becoming “customers” of their competitors. It is much easier for an international company 

to expand into a domestic market because the costs involved are not as prohibitive in 

establishing a domestic network in Greece. An example of a close co-operation would be 

DHL and ACS. ACS, being a domestic company, uses DHL’s international network for 

their international shipments while DHL uses ACS’ domestic extensive network for 

deliveries in Greece. ACS has made moves to establish direct co-operations with express 

courier companies in major foreign markets in order to establish less dependency on 

DHL’s network. Although this is an important step for ACS, by no means can this be 

considered to be a move into becoming an international express company.
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Rivalry among Existing Firms
The number of international competitors in Greece are few with the latest entrant in the 

Greek market being UPS in 1996. DHL, TNT, UPS are the three international companies 

that exist in Greece in the level deemed as full representation. The last international 

company. Federal Express, is still represented by an agent in Greece, therefore cannot be 

considered as a rival. DHL is the market leader in Greece with over 35% of the 

international market. UPS and TNT have respective market shares of 15% and 7%.17 

Although there is a discrepancy in the amount of market share each has, each competitor 

watches each other closely in order to be competitive.

DHL-

First company in 
Greece

1978

Company Owned 
offices

Athens

Pireaus
Marousi
Elliniko
Thessaloniki
Iraklion
Larissa
Kavala
Patra

Trucks 110
Bikes/Vespas 60
Aircraft Athens/Thessaloniki
Personnel 400
Domestic agents No / cooperation with ACS
Vertical markets Banks

Shipping Industry
High Technology
General public

DHL is considered the leader in the market place as they were the first company to 

operate in Greece. DHL has dominated the Bank industry and is considered very strong in 

the shipping industry as well. DHL has the name recognition that helps the company in 

having private individuals ship with no discounts. This allows DHL to discount heavily 

for high volume corporate shippers. DHL has offices in other cities other than the two
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makor metropolitan areas of Athens and Thessaloniki. These cities are connected to the 

two major cities (Athens and Thessaloniki) and provide an equivalent level of service in 

regards to international transit times of shipments. DHL does not perform domestic 

deliveries but subcontracts these shipments to ACS in order to relieve itself of additional 

fixed costs. In return, ACS ships its international shipments with DHL.

UPS-

Founded in Greece 1996
Company Owned 
offices

Ellinikon

Thessaloniki
Marousi

Trucks 43
Bikes/Vespas 31
Aircraft Athens/Thessaloniki
Personnel 400
Domestic agents No / cooperatiion with 

Interattica
Vertical markets High Technology

Textile
Manufacturing
General public

Although UPS entered the Greek market at a recent date, they have accomplished through 

aggressive discounts to penetrate and gain market share. UPS provides international 

service to and from Athens and Thessaloniki via its own aircraft but does not provide a 

domestic service inside Greece.

Below is a comparison table of the three international companies that exist in Greece. The 

services that they offer and their positioning in regards to each other is noted.
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poor- Strength Factor excellent
1 2 3 4 5

European Coverage UPS TNT/DHL
USA Coverage TNT DHL UPS
Worldwide Coverage UPS TNT/DHL
On-line track and tracing of shipments DHL TNT UPS
Worldwide track and tracing of all shipments DHL UPS TNT
Customer information Tecnology DHL/TNT UPS
Domestic services UPS TNT/DHL
Door to Door air cargo DHL/UPS TNT
Door to Airport air cargo DHL/UPS TNT
Customer Service TNT/ UPS DHL
Special Services DHL/UPS TNT
Road Service DHL/UPS TNT
Third Party billing (invoice anywhere) TNT/UPS DHL

From this matrix, we can see that TNT is positioned very well in general. It offers a range 

of services that the other two major competitors do not have the immediate ability to 

provide. TNT can position itself as a global provider of “general freight services” that 

range from express, to door to door cargo, to domestic. The weakness of TNT in the 

United States is a factor for TNT that needs improvement.

The total express industry in Greece has an approximate annual growth rate of about 30% 

over the last five years and represented a total market of €120.32 million in 1999 without 

including similar services from the Greek Post. The international express industry

1 Arepresents about 40% of the total market or €48.13 million in 1999, in Greece.

The reasons why there is such an increase can be summed up as follows:

1) The increase in demand for express services from various public sectors. 2) The current 

customer base uses the speed and reliability of these services as a competitive edge, 

therefore there is an increase in demand in this type of service. 3) The increasing level of 

international co-operations between companies even in different sectors. 4) The increase 

in co-operations between express companies, international, domestic, and intercity 

therefore there is a repeat business of the same shipments. 5) The increase of e-commerce
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as a method of sales for companies which in turn use express services in order to deliver 

their goods. 19

Another reason for this increase is that there is also a mixture of new services and 

products offered by companies, therefore expanding the service characteristics of the 

express industry. Competition between international companies is basically focused on 

shipments to and from Greece. The international companies with complicated networks 

operate in similar manners in order to transship and deliver shipments. Looking at product 

characteristics, the international companies have similar services. DHL and UPS have 

time definite delivery services similar to TNT’s 09:00 Express and 12:00 Express. The 

three companies have methods and on line information systems that inform customers of 

the location of their shipments in order to satisfy any inquiries. As each company is 

expected to service over 200 countries worldwide, it is logical that there will be 

differences in the level of service that is provided between each company in specific 

markets. For example, UPS is very strong in the United States while TNT is exceptionally 

strong in Europe. While the three companies provide an international network, they have 

concentrated and excelled in certain markets.

The SWOT (Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities and Threats) analysis below can be

evaluated for TNT’s position in the Greek market.

STRENGTHS
AIR & ROAD NETWORK (Europe)
COMPREHENSIVE PRODUCT RANGE
CARGO AND SPECIAL SERVICES
SIMPLIFIED TARIFFS
STRONG FOCUS IN SERVICE QUALITY &
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
GLOBAL IT NETWORK

OPPORTUNITIES

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT/Expansion 
ENTER VERTICAL MARKET 
IMPROVE CUSTOMER MIX TOWARDS SMALLER 
CUSTOMERS.

RETENTION OF CURRENT CUSTROMER 
Human Resources & Investor in People Certification, 
ISO & PEOPLE DEVELOPMENT

WEAKNESSES

SATURDAY OPERATION 
BRAND AWARENESSES 
LACK OF OWN DOMESTIC &

ROAD NETWORK WITHIN GREECE 
COMMERCIAL LINEHAUL EXPORT 
FROM THESSALONIKI 
VIEWED AS A DOMESTIC COURIER 

COMPANY

THREATS

PRICE WAR
DHL-OPS & HUB FACILITIES IN SPATA 
DHL/UPS FREIGHT FILLERS 
PAYMENT TERM MANAGEMENT 
ECONOMIC VOLATILITY
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Before analyzing the strengths and weaknesses of TNT we need to map TNT’s Value 

Chain. The Value Chain examines the activities that the company performs and the 

effectiveness of the way they interact.

Support Activities
Infrastructure General management change has brought 

upon
changes in finance and accounting. F&A 
was
never able to reach customer expectations. 
Although this dept, is flexible, its staff was 
not.
General management has changed in 2001

HR Management The company was not performing till now 
in
this area. No systematic method of training, 
hiring, and personnel development.

Technology
Development

The company provides a wide range of 
services
that can satisfy a customer with
international
shipping needs

Procurement Not applicable except the acquisition of
fixed
assets.

Primary activities
Operations Domestic services are fair while 

international
services provided are comparable to other 
international competitors.

Marketing and Sales Weak presence and restructuring has been 
required. Need for extensive teamwork 
building
Sales has been not supported by other 
functions
in the past. Refocus on international 
services
needed. Revenue quality is sought after in a 
price sensitive market.

Service Customer service activities needs to focus 
on customer requests and needs. Better 
cooperation with operations and sales 
needed.
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From the value chain we can see that the company needs to support its functions more 

effectively in order to support customer and sales needs. Finance and accounting and 

operations need to follow customer requests in order to sustain and grow customer base.

The amount of fixed costs that are involved very high making competition even more 

intense. Companies need to cover these costs therefore they concentrate on gaining and 

keeping customers as best as they can. The ability to increase the capacity of depends on 

the country. As far as Greece is concerned, there is an available capacity to increase 

international shipments. Each international company in Greece, DHL, TNT, and UPS has 

aircraft in which arrives daily in Greece. These aircraft are not departing at full capacity; 

therefore it can be said that there is additional ability to increase revenues and sales. The 

exit barriers for companies to stop operating on a worldwide basis are high and therefore 

can be considered as difficult to leave the express industry. On a local basis, international 

companies are even more committed in not leaving as the investments that have been 

made are significant and the need to remain in place in order to accommodate an 

international network is many cases could be important than local profitability. As far as 

domestic and intercity companies, the exit barriers are not as high as the amount of fixed 

assets are not as significant and do not involve costly aircraft and sophisticated 

information system networks.

Threat of Substitute Products

As the international express industry initially started as a method of sending shipping 

documents from port to port, it has been able to evolve into a means to shipping and 

sending some of the most unimaginable items. The ability of the industry to continuously 

expand into new markets only goes to prove that even in some of the most difficult
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situations or inventions, the industry has been able to overcome some of the most difficult 

obstacles.

With the invention of the facsimile it was thought that it would replace in many cases the 

need to send documents. In some cases this might be true but in most cases the need for 

original paperwork or documents will never cease. With the age of e-mail and the ability 

to send files over the Internet some reduction in the movement of documents is expected. 

As with the case of the facsimile, the requirement in receiving originals does not cease to 

exist. As technology improves, the trends in sending original documents will surely 

decline although it is believed that there will remain a certain level of original 

documentation that cannot be substituted.

The services of Greek Post could be considered a substitute, as although they are similar 

but substandard since transit times of shipments are not comparable. In many cases, 

customers use the mail services of the Greek Post for shipments that do not have the same 

requirements regarding speed and security. The Greek Post offers an express service 

called EMS. This service is close to comparison to the express service that is provided by 

the international companies in regards to transit times with a more competitive cost. There 

are no additional benefits for EMS other than cost and relative speed. The characteristics 

of EMS shipments are not comparable to TNT’s express services mentioned in the 

beginning.

Bargaining Power of Buyers

There is a significant amount of buyers in the marketplace that have the ability to force 

down prices by playing competitors against each other while demanding higher quality 

services. The market in Greece is very price sensitive especially for larger buyers, as 

express services can become a significant cost to be considered. In many cases to change 

suppliers does not cost the companies anything therefore it can become an easy method to 

switch providers. For large organizations though the only consideration that could hamper
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a change could be the required time in informing various departments that there is a 

change in supplier. In many cases the express service could be considered unimportant in 

regards to the business that the customer is performing.

One of the largest buyers of express services traditionally has been banks. Banks require 

express services in order to ship documents related to exports or imports. As it can 

become a significant total operating cost for a large bank, any reduction in price can 

translate into significant savings for the bank. Export or import companies that use 

express services that either ship samples or final products via express services can realize 

significant savings, as it becomes a significant part of their operating cost as well. 

Companies that may actually depend on their very survival regarding on the cost of 

express shipments can be those that wish to sell over the Internet. In many cases the cost 

of transportation can be equal or much more than the actual cost of the product sold which 

makes the possibility of e-commerce being successful not likely. In many cases 

discounting can even reach 70% off the full tariffs for some of the larger customers that 

have significant volumes of express shipments.20 By obtaining these discounts the buyer 

can gain a competitive advantage. It can be said that prices have remained stable over the 

past several years with small increases in order to cover inflation.

Bargaining Power of Suppliers

The main supplier of the international express industry is fuel. As TNT worldwide has 

over 19,000 vehicles, 61 company owned aircraft, and co-operations with many 

commercial airlines that have fuel as a significant supply as well, the price of fuel is 

considered to be of utmost importance. Airplane and vehicle fuel is a significant portion 

of operating costs and it closely monitored as it can affect the level of profit that a 

company can realize. In many cases where the cost of fuel has been increased beyond the 

predicted or budgeted amounts, companies have proceeded with additional charges to
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their tariff scheme in order to recover additional costs. This was evident in the year 2000 

where there were significant increases of fuel and almost all companies proceeded to 

charge additional amounts to shipments (in this case called “fuel surcharge”), in order to 

recover from the steep increases in the prices of fuel. The other express integrators, DHL 

and UPS, are affected the same was as TNT with respect to fuel prices and availability.

Power of Other Stakeholders

A major force in the operations of Express companies is the Greek government’s 

involvement in the industry. It could actually be stated that the lack of involvement has 

caused the industry to operate without regulation causing confusion and many problems. 

Law number 2668/1998 was voted in place in an attempt to rectify and bring order to the 

chaos in the express industry in Greece. This law categorizes companies in two manners 

as general post services and vertical services. General post services are considered as 

those that can be provided by anyone that fulfilled provided that they obtain an operating 

license. Vertical services are defined as companies that will provide collection, transport, 

sorting, and delivery of packages up to twenty kilograms. Services such as providing 

delivery of registered packages with declared value is also a characteristic of a vertical 

provider. The law declares that the Greek Post (EL.TA) as the provider of vertical post 

services. The National Committee of Telecommunications and Postal Services (EETT) 

oversees and controls the telecommunications and postal services market. Licenses for 

operation in the express postal services market are provided by this committee and are 

given upon application and if requirements are fulfilled. Requirements for licenses to 

operate as a vertical post provider, which constitutes all express delivery companies, are 

not strict but define that they must provide reliability and professionalism. It must be 

noted that only about 65% of the 250 companies that operate in Greece have obtained this
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license. All companies that have an operating license, either general or vertical services, 

have to contribute to a fund in favor of the Greek Post if the Greek Post posts a loss. The
Λ j

contribution amount depends on the revenue that the express company posts.

Reactions to the postal law are many basically due to the vagueness of the law. It does not 

make a distinction of express delivery services and postal services. The requirements for 

the creation of a company are not specific and consequently do not ensure any level of 

quality services. A major reaction to the monetary contribution of companies to the fund 

in favor of the Greek Post is considered unheard of in today’s free market. There were 

even reactions from the European Express Organization and the Associations of Express 

Carriers regarding this regulation. Issues that companies would like to see solved that 

pertain to daily activities are not mentioned or considered in this law. An example would 

be vehicle usage and tonnage restrictions in metropolitan areas where the companies need 

access to operate and serve customers.

Government regulations that affect international companies that use aircraft to move 

material are can become considerable in the fact that it can change the methods and 

procedures that international companies use to export and import material. After the 

terrorist strikes in New York City in September 2001, regulations regarding safety of 

aircraft came into focus from the Greek and most European governments. Regulations 

regarding mandatory x-ray scanning of international material affected the operating costs

91of companies therefore pressuring financial results.

As international companies need to service over 200 countries worldwide, customs 

restrictions and regulations are always important and need to be adhered to. As 

commitment to fast and quality service is promised, close cooperation and relations with 

customs officials are always kept as a top priority. As Greece is part of the European
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Union, regulations and restrictions are considered to be in line with the rest of the 

European Union’s regulations.

Although there are several worker’s unions that exist in Greece, it can be said that the 

larger companies do not face any serious threats as international companies are typically 

the leaders in the industry in pertinence employee salaries, benefits and general working 

conditions.
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IV. Theory of Change Management

In seeking to remain competitive, companies need to be able to adapt to changes in both 

their internal and external environments. An organization will change only if the people in 

the organization have the ability, the desire, and the skills to make changes. Managers 

need to handle change, as their businesses cannot escape the certainty of future outcomes. 

In today’s business environment of instant communications, innovative manufacturing 

methods, rapidly transforming political situations, mergers and acquisitions of 

corporations, the ability to effectively manage these changes will determine the future 

outcome of organizations. While in many cases change management decisions may not 

have favorable short-term results, the long-term goals should be the driving force of 

decision making process. While many managers in the future will be called upon to 

implement and create change in their organizations, this very process of effectively 

handling and imposing change will enable managers to create organizations that are 

prepared for the future and are ready to be competitive organizations.

Once the need for change is recognized, the process of diagnosing the problems that are 

occurring and even the potential problems that might arise, begins with the collection of 

data and information to see how effective the organization is in dealing with the issues in 

mind. The information should be relative in measuring the current methodology, the 

effectiveness of this methodology, and the ability to perform at a satisfactory level. Once 

the problems are identified, managers should be able to see the effectiveness of the 

organization in responding. In finding the necessary means to meet the task of changing, 

the manager should be able to realize what are the current and required human resource 

aspects, such as personnel and staff skills, organizational structure, and technological 

requirements. After the selection of the method of change, whether it is a structural
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change, a technological change, or human asset related change, the limiting conditions 

must be evaluated. The implementation of the change itself must have a specific time 

frame while evaluation of the results in order to make adjustments must always be 

provided for.

In approaching the theory of change management the underlying themes suggest that 

there are three methods of implementing and managing change. They could be placed on 

a spectrum that range from the absolute application of power of management to order 

change, down to the other end of the spectrum of applying reason to employees in to 

realize that there is a need for change. As extremism is typically not the correct solution, 

the middle ground in which the method of re-educating employees to achieve the desired 

change can be considered the most effective.

Changes through the application of power and authority- the application of change 

management through power. This method suggests the use of power that managers have 

over staff. Decisions that are made and enforced through compulsion in order to achieve 

the desired result. This implies that managers have absolute control of employee’s actions 

on a continuous basis and are able to monitor the performance of employees. From the 

results, a manager can either reward or penalize an employee and either offer 

advancement if performance is satisfactory or a demotion if the results are unacceptable. 

Managing change through power is looked upon as an oppressive method in today’s 

society and would not be looked upon favorably by organizations that consider 

themselves progressive and modem. Managers could easily misuse their power if this 

method was common and enforced as a daily management practice. It would be very 

difficult to cultivate and sustain loyalty of employees to the company if managers
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enforced this method. Although this method might not be the most desired one, there is a 

place and time for the use of absolute power. This is in situations where quick and hard 

decisions need to be made. Crisis situations and situations where the very existence of the 

company is at stake, power change management can be justified. Here a manager needs to 

be powerful and have the ability to impose decisions.

Changes by applying and requesting reason from personnel -change management by the 

application of logic and reasoning. This method suggests that change will come about if 

there is information relative to the desired change distributed to the interested parties. 

This view relies on the idea that logic will prevail and change will come about since it is 

the logical choice. This method can be considered to be a naive assumption and most 

likely cannot be applied to real life situations. The good will of employees is solely relied 

upon that they will see what is best and will change on their own. This ignores principles 

of the individual needs and intentions as well as other group motives. As most 

organizations recognize that there are work and social interest groups, bringing change 

with logic alone is not adequate.

Change through reeducation of personnel towards desired outcome- change management 

that is dependent on reeducating personnel into becoming more effective by improving 

their functions. This strategy of “reeducation” refers to the transformation of behavior, 

attitudes, culture, and values of personnel by effectively showing staff how to adapt to the 

external and internal environment requirements. The change agent is the person or group 

that will become responsible for guiding the organization and the people through the steps 

of change. The change agent can either be selected from existing managers, new
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managers or external consultants depending on the situation required to implement the 

procedures of change.

In order to have change take effect in organizational processes or procedures, the 

organization must go through three stages.

1 .Unfreezing the status quo- recognize why the need to change

2. Transformation- the movement into changing

3. Refreezing- making the change permanent

In unfreezing current behavior and actions, it is imperative to understand why people 

resist change. Typically, it is the fear of the unknown or the fear of failure. People are 

content with familiar procedures and methods this becoming even more apparent when 

there is a stable structure of power in place, becoming a strong barrier to change. When 

there is a flow of interdependency between people and departments attempted changes 

could find resistance from other parts of the system involved.

Changes are usually implemented in tasks, people, structure and procedure, and 

technology.

Tasks- this involves the change of specific duties that individuals are responsible for. 

People/Team Building- this involves changes in behavior through training and skills 

enhancement. Team building involves the ability to change individuals to work as teams. 

Technological- this involves changes in machines, line procedures, and materials where 

applicable.

Structure and Procedures- this involves the organizational structure of the company. 

The groups that are formed and how these groups interact between themselves.
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In regards to the changes required for TNT Greece, the suggested approach for the 

specific changes that are required begins with a combination of the People and Human 

Asset approach. Structure and procedures (Management by Objectives), along with Team 

Building.

A combination of the three approaches needs to be implemented at different levels in the 

organization as the situation is complicated and no one approach can satisfy.

People and Human Asset Approach- this approach effectively means that the organization 

needs to prepare individuals for change. If the persons that are involved in the change are 

not well prepared to learn and to change, then all other additional transformations will 

become ineffective. Any change in technological methods or equipment will not be 

effective if people are not amenable to change. Organizations need to become “learning 

organizations” in order to have personnel capable in leaving older methods of thinking 

and teaching them to have and open mind in order to understand how the organization 

works together and how everyone can reach the desired goals. Part of the method involves 

team-building techniques, which enables persons to operate towards common goals.
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V. Proposal for TNT Management

In order to achieve the profitability that TNT is seeking, internal changes in order to 

create the base for a healthy environment need to be performed. With the merger of 

Goldair Super Express the company was overwhelmed with confusion regarding the 

vision and mission, focus on what the company was doing right was lost, and a downturn 

in financial results made the pressures on management at the time to perform immense. 

Sales concentration in international business was lost, the company could not perform in 

pace with the other international companies. The sales force turned to a domestic market 

in which was not the company’s strong point. As presented in the initial part of this paper, 

TNT’s infrastructure is to support international shipments. In being one of the top 

international companies worldwide, it makes sense in focusing in developing this business 

and not to try and develop into a market in which there are over 250 other companies in 

Greece

STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT

A strategy of differentiation by providing a first class service and support to customers 

ever-changing demands by offering superior service and information is what TNT needs 

to excel in the marketplace of express deliveries. As TNT provides a full range of services 

in which it can take advantage of, it must differentiate itself as a full service provider. The 

market that TNT must concentrate on is small to medium customers that can provide the 

profitable revenue quality that is generated. With new services such as Economy Express 

(road transportation worldwide) it has entered a new marketplace than the traditional 

express delivery services. New vertical markets in healthcare and high technology also 

need to be developed. The traditional markets (banking, sea shipping, and textiles) are 

saturated with the competition. As TNT has been through an acquisition in the Greek 

market, the way to proceed now is with organic development in these core products.
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Differentiation => New markets and new services (Economy Express), New vertical 

markets and existing services and New services in existing markets => Through 

organic development.

Restructuring of Senior Management- in changing senior management in TNT Greece the 

company will have the ability control the direction in refocusing on international business. 

Any biases that occurred with Goldair personnel will not exist. The integration and 

merger of the two companies caused friction between supervisors and staff in order to 

ensure employment with the company. The company lost focus in serving the customer 

properly due to these internal issues therefore management that supported the cause of 

these events should not be part of the new TNT.

The company needs to start performing in teams and team-building techniques need to be 

introduced. The management first needs to feel as a team and work as a team in order to 

accomplish goals. As TNT’s organizational structure is based on functions, these 

functional managers need to learn how to cooperate and work together as a team before 

any training program is implemented. Once this is accomplished then the below issues 

can be addressed.

1) Staff perception of level of service provided is poor.24As TNT measures it 

performance on a daily basis, steps in providing a quality service are taken by 

the operations and customer service departments. These statistics should be 

presented to all staff in order to boost morale and behavior patterns. Regular 

information sessions that are meant to inform staff of service results should be 

a part of the strategy to change the perception of poor service. TNT has an 

international goal of providing a 98% on time delivery performance 25and TNT 

Greece is very close to this target. As thousands of shipments are handled by 

TNT Greece daily, these shipments that are delivered correctly are not
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discussed by the staff members and no one realizes what the company does 

right daily. It is the shipments that are problematic that unfortunately the staff 

will form a negative long lasting impression.

The method to change this perception is to inform all the staff on the 

company’s performance. This will be accomplished through interdepartmental 

meetings that need to be held. The service performance of the company needs 

to be presented to all staff on a regular basis in order to inform the staff. This 

needs to be done by functional managers at least once a month.

The vision of the company as stated before should be well implanted and 

conceived with all of the personnel. Staff that actually believes that this is the 

goal of everyone working for TNT Greece will actually perform and exceed 

these expectations. With the information provided through the seminars noted 

above, staff should realize that they are part of a top company and will begin 

to act that way to customers.

Employees must understand that they have the international network behind 

them that supports a strategy of differentiation from the other express delivery 

companies. With the services mentioned in the first section of this paper in 

hand, TNT Greece should truly be perceived in the marketplace as a top 

provider of express delivery services.

2) Focus on profitable revenue and grow with profitable revenue. - This 

change deals with the selling of the services to the customer. This means that 

the sales department needs to change from selling the services of the company 

based on prices only and to learn to sell the services of the company at a fair 

price. By entering into the domestic market through the acquisition, the sales 

team was involved in selling services to a market that has many alternative
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solutions with so many providers to give the required services. Being one of 

the three international express companies gives the right to TNT sales to 

promote the rich and extensive international services of the company. As TNT 

has a small share of the international market, there is definitely room to 

improve in this market. The sales department needs to cooperate with the other 

departments in order to develop a SWOT analysis. This confidential Strengths, 

Weakness, Opportunities, and Threats analysis needs to be developed by the 

sales team therefore position themselves effectively in the market place and 

therefore cannot be presented in this paper by request. The general comments 

from such an analysis indicate what sales staff need to do is to concentrate on 

international customers that will provide good and quality revenue. TNT’s 

international services are unique and extensive with products that can not be 

provided by other express delivery service companies, such as Economy 

Express, the road service that is exclusive in its form and nature in Greece, 

which needs to be capitalized on. TNT also provides an import service called 

Receiver Pays, in which allows customers to import goods at competitive 

rates. Here there needs to be extensive training and coaching from the Sales 

and Marketing Manager. The sales team needs to feel like a team by 

cooperating with each other. Sales team targets need to be cultivated and team 

promotional exercises should be enforced. The sales force must overcome the 

past issues of service problems due to the integration and merger therefore 

they must be included in the briefing sessions regarding the service standards. 

The customer service department is also included in the sales and marketing 

team. Here the same applies to the department as well. As the customer service 

department is essentially the first department that comes into contact with the
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customer, the people must be the best-trained and highest quality persons in 

the company. They must be involved in all aspects of the business and must 

know how to speak and answer effectively all customer inquiries. As potential 

customer call for specific information, it is imperative that the customer 

service department is capable in answering effectively and positively. 

Extensive personnel training needs to be enforced in order to provide quick 

and friendly service to customers that call. The company has standards in 

respect to telephone policy in which these must be adhered to by the customer 

service. Close monitoring of these statistics and coaching by the Customer 

Service Manager needs to be done in order to ensure the proper service is 

provided to customer. Training in telephone courtesy, effective handling of 

complaints, and professionalism needs to be part of the requirements in 

Customer service department’s agenda.

3) Establish a sense of urgency for managers to achieve teamwork and unity 

in order to reach goals. Once a team of managers is in place, they must 

realize that in order for a company to turn around its financial results they 

must solve and address issues as a team. Each function of the company 

supports each other with the purpose of servicing the customer as best as 

possible. This attitude must be promoted and supported from the General 

management of the company. Team building starts with effective and constant 

communication between functional managers. The managers must promote 

supervisors to communicate between themselves as well in order to solve 

issues. As this was not done effectively in the past, the managers and 

supervisors need to alter their behavior and attitudes so that this process is 

accomplished. Resistance to team-work building needs to be overcome
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through training and practice exercises that should be implemented by the 

human resources department. The General Management through constant and 

pressured communication to direct reports must provide the sense of urgency 

of this change. Direct reports to General Management need to be guided 

through the process of Management by Objectives. This process involves the 

General Manager and each direct report to discuss and agree on objectives to 

be worked on that are in line with the company’s overall goals. All direct 

reports’ objectives must be attainable and in line with each other’s objectives. 

This way the company will ensure that the overall goal is reached. It is 

imperative that the objectives are regularly reviewed in order to evaluate the 

progress of the mangers and supervisors. This way adjustments and 

interventions can be done to rectify issues that are not progressing.

4) Train staff effectively on roles and duties in order to perform up to 

quality standards. The human resource department needs to ensure that 

proper training is provided to the staff as stated throughout this paper. TNT 

performs an annual performance review with each employee. Through this 

performance review, it is essential that the company realize potential personal 

growth for each employee. In order for the company to maximize the 

investment of its staff, training needs should be documented and planned. 

Managers performing reviews should be able to justify training issues so those 

employees can perform effectively in their tasks. For each training 

requirement, a business objective needs to justify the training proposal. Once 

training regarding TNT’s services and procedures are done and staff is ready 

to deal with the issues, behavioral training needs to take place. Key positions 

that interact with other departments, such as supervisors in credit and
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invoicing, sales, customer service and operations, should become aware of 

each others issues so that an understanding of how each others actions affect 

the total result. It is suggested that there is a specific person that is responsible 

in overseeing these training and team building efforts and reports directly to 

the General Manager in order to control the total effort.

TNT Greece is participating in certification program sponsored by TNT 

worldwide called Investors in People. This is a British sponsored certifications 

program that is promoted worldwide by TNT and requires companies to follow 

steps in training and developing employees. The principles of this program 

are: 1) Commitment from management to the people and their learning 

development to achieve objectives. Top management must demonstrate 

strategies and specific actions for this commitment. 2) Planning involves a 

clear statement of where the organization wants to be and what its people need 

in order to get there. 3) Actions in developing the organization through its 

people by learning effectively, properly inducting people in the company, and 

specifically know why they are being trained. 4) Evaluation and understanding 

the impact of the investment in people. The performance of individuals and 

teams improves by developing people.
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VI. Possible Limitations

TNT Greece currently has over 240 employees that work in three separate locations and 

work essentially in three different time shifts. These people need to be re-trained and re

aligned with the new sense of direction. The task of changing behavioral patterns and 

attitudes of employees in a company that has posted large losses is not easy. Functional 

mangers that are selected to continue with the company must scrutinize each employee’s 

abilities and capabilities to transform and become part of a winning team. This process 

takes a significant amount of time and requires commitment from staff. Gaining 

commitment from staff is not easy especially from staff that performs field work, van and 

motorbike drivers, and is usually employees that do not consider their work as a career. 

The sense of creating professionalism amongst employees in this area will be extremely 

difficult.

Being a company that posts losses, a close control is kept from TNT regional 

management. Pressure to perform and improve results is essential for TNT Greece and 

even more for TNT worldwide as TNT stockholders are interested in being part of a 

profitable company. The company must seek solutions that will ensure long term 

prosperity in Greece and not just for short-term results. As the current worldwide 

economic situation is very difficult, the risk of decisions based solely on short-term 

results could hamper the in depth work being done by General Management and Senior 

management.

As companies race to become profitable through various competitive strategies, TNT 

should follow solutions in improving the employee culture and attitude in order to become 

the recognized leader in express delivery services as stated in the company mission and 

vision.
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VIII. Note from Author

I have been actively involved in the express delivery industry since 1994. My first 

experiece was as a Sales Executive in Thessaloniki with DHL Worldwide Express. After 

several years and promotions in DHL, I moved to TNT International as Thessaloniki 

Branch Manager from 1998.

The world of international express deliveries is by all means one of the most exciting jobs 

and experiences that I have had. Customer expectations are very high leaving little room 

for mistakes. The intricate air networks, information systems, and restraints involved in 

being able to move a shipment from Thessaloniki, Greece to New York the next business 

day in many cases are of little interest to the end user. It is our job to provide a smooth 

daily delivery service to over 200 countries without hiccups.

As being part of a service organization based on daily performance of people answering 

customer inquiries, speaking to customers when stopping to deliver parcels, or making a 

sales presentation, it is essential that these people have a certain culture that ensures 

excellent customer service and fulfills customers expectations. This is difficult especially 

when hundreds of people are involved while financial results are always important and 

pending. Investing in trianing people in order to enable them to perform always pays back 

with commitment from the employee. This commitment ensures customer satisfaction 

which in turn ensures profitable customers.
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